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Minutes of the PLDT April Meeting: 2 April 2020 via Zoom 

1. Welcome: Dominic Tesoriero 

2. Present: Fr John Petrulis, Cathy Humphrey, Jeferson Almeida Souza, Marita Dalton, 

Lou Bevilacqua, Dominic Tesoriero, Carlo Marcon and Christine Mitchell. 

3. Apologies: Toni Vatta, Daniella Maddalena and Fiona Lynch. 

 

4. Reflection: Fr John spoke about having a receptive heart not a reactive heart. With a 

reactive heart we react in disbelief, in a sense of panic, in fear and so on. There are 

things we receive in life that are part of us that are receptive to things that are 

hopeful and life-giving. He invited those present to briefly speak of what has helped 

us receive a bit of life amidst this extraordinary time of our world, our church and 

our personal lives. Let us name one brief thing that we have noticed or that has been 

helpful to receive life as so many things come to threaten life –the difference 

between a reactive heart and a receptive heart: 

• Walking past the Mission – seeing the wonderful compassion of our team up 

there, reaching out and offering the meal in the struggle of it. Wonderful to 

witness this great generosity. That was life-giving for me. 

• Seen greater attentions to the needs of others within my own family – more 

attention given to how people are doing that are close. Making sure that 

friends and family are okay. We have care for each other and around us. 

• Noticed more contact from people that I haven’t heard from in a while. 

Whether it’s an excuse to get in touch with people or the greater availability 

of time, because we have all slowed down living, it has meant a number of 

phone and text messages that I don’t hear from that frequently. Nice that 

people are making the effort to stay in touch.  

• Noticed the same as above, especially with the neighbours, whereas we 

usually wave at each other as we walk past now we while walking past, we 

make the effort to stop and say a few words, while keeping distance. 

Everyone is asking, ‘How’s it going? How are you doing? There is a genuine 

sense of care for each other. Need to have face to face contact so to 

maximise when it happens. 

• I got an email today who asked: ‘Who are the five people that I most want to 

contact with once we get out of this isolation?’ And the five people who 

would respond to my email, I would then take them out for a coffee, take 

them to a movie, buy them a card, or a bunch of flowers. In other words, I 

would do one act of kindness to these five people. In return, these five 

people in accepting this invitation they would have to show an act of 

kindness to another five people. In other words, what they are trying to 

emphasise is that we know this Corona virus is contagious and can also grow 

exponentially but also kindness is catchy and can grow exponentially so the 

idea is to give people some hope that something good can come out of this 

disaster.   
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5. Matters Arising: 

a. Upstairs Rental: Update by Christine Mitchell 

We have had three enquiries:  

I. A Ph.D. student who is interested.  

II. One who was not suitable and she took up one of her others planned options. 

III. The third from an organisation called, Youth for Christ, who haven’t answered our 

return emails, so we suspect that they place international students and that has 

been stopped for a while. 

While the PhD student is keen, we are not keen to put her up there by herself. So that 

discussion is ongoing. Basically, with the virus situation, it has slowed us right down and 

there is nothing we can do about it but the information is out there. 

Some maintenance work has to be done and this is probably a good time to do it. 

b. Key Areas of Focus Update from Teams: Carlo 

Originally we had this item from last month and because we had a small group present, we 

only had an update from one of the teams: Evangelisation. Thus, Carlo reminded each team 

to meet via Zoom for an update and re-assess what each team can do in the current 

environment and report back to the PLDT. Action: teams to meet via zoom/phone and give 

an update to the next PLDT meeting. 

Carlo is to distribute the current version of documents again. Action: Carlo. 

c. Care Committee: Fr John 

We have had two meetings online. The newly established Care Team comprise parishioners: 

Alison Currie, Sean Fay, Daniel O’ Connor, Nora Redmond, Adrian Cropley; and Fr John and 

Christine from the parish office. We have been exploring possibilities about how to reach 

out and support some of our more isolated parishioners.  

In trying to be a local sign of assistance, we are developing different resources that can be 

put on parish website, for example, support for domestic violence, mental health tips and so 

on. We are developing telephone trees in our parish contact list to try and contact our 

parishioners. We are also looking at some enjoyable things that people can do online. 

d. Fundraising and Social Activities: Marita Dalton 

Grand plans for this year were interrupted. Parish BBQ was cancelled and Dine with Heart 
won’t go ahead. It’s doubtful whether there can be a film night in June. August might be a 
possibility so that is where activities may restart with the international food dinner.  
There is a break between activities from August to November due to school events and 
holidays, so if there is the chance, this may be the chance to get back on track, especially if 
people are feeling socially starved. This year’s plans can be rolled-over into next year. Let’s 
concentrate on next year being very social. 
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e. Service and Support Program: Carlo 

Dom noted that with no face to face mass, there is quite an impact on our Service and 

Support program.  

i. Carlo reported that there was an action on him from the last meeting to look at the Tap 

machine and also there was a parent from school who was doing a pilot on other systems of 

donating money.  

Our Tap machines need to be looked at, upgraded to more sophisticated, better response 

time machines. The pilot idea from the school parent was using a QR Scanner, which Carlo 

does not think will work for the parish. So once masses resumes, Carlo will investigate 

better options for the Tap machines. Action: Carlo. 

The other thing is the push for the Tithely App, which is a lot easier. Carlo has been using it 

for the last few months and it’s great.  On the recorded masses of past two weekends there 

is a reminder that people can keep on giving through the Tithely App, as well as the bank 

details of the parish, through which people can contribute. 

The loose change we receive during the masses each weekend is very substantial in 

comparison to the other channels though which we have been receiving donations, thus it’s 

important at this time to examine the financial sustainability of the Parish and explore how 

we can remind and encourage people to give via Tithely or the direct debit option. 

Christine reported that there had been a number of calls into the parish office this week 

with people keen to keep up their giving and wanting to know how to do it. 

ii. Parish Financial Status. Carlo mentioned that we need to talk to Paul from the Finance 

meeting  on the financial  situation of Parish finances; the impact of this situation on the 

parish finances; and then try to see what’s working and not working and try to encourage 

people, whoever can obviously, to keep on donating to the parish.  

Fr John stated that our Administrator, Jane has been out of action due to illness but now, as 

she is starting to get better, will meet with Paul re parish finances.   

John doesn’t have a financial source at the moment because of the absence of the 

collection. The diocese is asking that the Parish put in periodic payment for food and petrol, 

roughly about $250.00 per week for the priest. Paul from Finance will organise this with 

Jane. 

Fr John explained that traditionally two collections of ‘Thanksgiving’ and ‘Presbytery’ are 

kept separate and he gets support from the Diocese when the basic stipend cannot be paid 

from the Presbytery collection. Now it’s all collapsed, the Diocese is asking that the parish 

put in a payment each month. It does appear that the Diocese will try and give some relief 

from the June quarter from our tax.  

Another email from the diocese stated that they are looking into whether parish priests can 

also get support from Job Keeper scheme. That could ease the tensions as well. 
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Lou stated that we should be highlighting both bank account details for people who want to 

donate. Action: Jane H. 

f. Vinnies 

Traditionally, people needing assistance ring up a central call centre, who then allocate 

people to Parishes which have a Vinnies conference. Vinnies then send out pairs of people 

to see those requesting assistance. Now, with new restrictions, Local Vinnies will receive 

details of the people requesting assistance and then call them and conduct an assessment 

of need over the phone: do they need food, clothes, furniture etc.?  Then Vinnies volunteers 

will visit to drop off food/furniture vouchers in a pre-arranged place, avoiding face-to-face 

contact. The visits are becoming a lot more impersonal and challenging. 

Christine asked if we should give people who come to the parish door the food that is in the 

Vinnies’ pantry, especially as some will become outdated. Dom said that they are keeping an 

eye on those dates and they do have a long shelf-life. He also noticed that people have said 

that they want to donate food at this time but the issues with ‘contact’ does not make this a 

viable option at the moment. 

Also there is the problem of a high proportion of elderly volunteers and a lot of those 

people are not doing the visits because of risks to their own health. So it is putting a lot of 

demand on the current volunteers for the visits. However, it is not the time to train up new 

volunteers. 

It was decided to put a link on our website to Vinnies website so people can be directed 

there if they are looking for Vinnies support. Action: Jane H to do this. 

g. Maintenance Update: Lou Bevilacqua  

Lou reported that some work needs to occur to damage caused by water at Sacred Heart 

but it is difficult to get trades come out at the moment.  

At the Parish House, there may be some concrete cancer at Parish House, above entrance 

and side windows. Lou plans to examine this more closely to ascertain what exactly needs to 

be done. Lou does not think that there is a major threat to safety as there has been no 

spalling of any kind, there is some cracking but this is alright. A preliminary investigation will 

sort this out.  John suggested that Lou and Pierre have a discussion on these works. Action: 

Lou to organise. 

Lou still to have a walk through on general maintenance issues upstairs, however at the 

moment it is not that urgent but Lou will get to it as soon as is possible. Action: Lou. 

6. Review Open Actions from Previous Meetings. 

Items re fundraising, Services and Support already covered. However, ask Jane to continue 

showing how much money is coming through the Tithely App and direct debit at the 

moment. Action: Jane. 

Workshop in July – shelved. 
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7. Reports 

i. Parish – given by Christine and attached. 

ii. School Report – Daniella absent but John said that Daniella has done a marvellous job 

with staff preparing for online learning to enable a smooth transition into that for those 

choosing to keep their children at home. Fr John offered pastoral care to the staff at their 

final meeting before they went into lockdown.  

iii. Mission - Cathy stated that a lot has changed in three weeks. The Mission website has an 

in-depth description of the changes. In a nutshell:  

• As of yesterday, all the twelve Opportunity Shops were closed. They were at a point 

where only three shops were open because the volunteer and paid workforce had 

started to fall away for various reasons.  The Mission were waiting for the 

Government to make a decision but they had not, so the Mission decided to close 

from an industrial perspective for health and safety reasons under the ‘Stay at 

Home’ legislation. 

• Meals program has moved from a dining experience to a takeaway service. What’s 

interesting about that is that the numbers seeking meals has increased. Now, have 

an average of 100 coming for breakfast and about 200 coming for lunch. There are 

plans for change as a more significant lockdown looms. Staff has been taking names 

and contact details from those with housing so that they can begin a food delivery 

scheme to limit people coming out on the streets unnecessarily to access food. For 

those without a home, the connection and the takeaway meal will still be available 

at the connection hub.  

• Presently the GP is operating 4 days a week and that’s really important and hopefully 

as the Government roll out more extensive testing, the GPs will be able to be part of 

that process. 

• The Mission is still able to keep access to toilets open but not to showers and 

laundry anymore. 

• The Women’s House had to close its drop-in capacity and providing virtual case 

management and outreach support, mostly through telephone. In urgent 

circumstances if supporting someone to sign up for a housing tenancy or doing 

welfare checks, these are also not being done face-to-face, which is a real shame 

given that the Mission is so relationship-based – it’s a huge change for support 

workers. 

• Programs like ‘Health and Well-being’ have stopped. 

• Hands On Health Clinic has stopped, other than some virtual support. 

• The case management services like Greenlight and J2SI are providing services 

remotely and on a needs-basis, face-to-face. 

• All accommodation services will continue to operate: Women’s crisis 

accommodation, Women’s Supported accommodation in Reservoir, SHC 

Community, the Rooming House Plus program – all are essential services so working 
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through how to prevent virus coming into community, and/or how it can be 

managed from staff and residents’ perspective.  

It is going to be a challenging time for all and staff have worked hard to put in changes never 

thought would be needed in such a short period of time. 

The other huge impact is the volunteer workforce: 1800 volunteers: community members, 

corporate members and schools are not able to come in and contribute to the Mission’s 

work. There is some discussion as to how the volunteers can be utilised such as, distributing 

food parcels but not clear on that just yet. There will be a lot of staff that will need to be re-

deployed and Mission mangagment is looking for them to take up meaningful work first 

before inviting volunteers to contribute to that. 

Dine with Heart month fundraising event has been postponed and the Women’s Lunch. 

Both to happen later in the year hopefully September-October. If unable to do so, then the 

Mission will be at a greater financial loss than already predicting. 

iv. Safeguarding report - deferred to next month due to Jane being ill. 

v. Finance report – covered earlier. 

8. Any Other Business: 

Lou enquired about the removal of the pillar in the drive way because of the construction 

works next door, wondering whether it will be returned or something else will be put in its 

place . John explained that once construction is over, the builders will replace the fence and 

pillar and concrete the driveway, as a gesture of thanks for use of the driveway through the 

build. They will replace like for like but there is a question about putting that pillar back as it 

makes it hard to get a car in. For practical and safety reasons, John is suggesting that Lou 

and he revisit the issue of replacing the pillar as is. Action: John and Lou to meet re pillar 

replacement. 

Christine mentioned that we need the clothes lines to be put back for when we get upstairs 

tenants. 

Marita asked how John is managing with ‘distancing’ ministry. John noted that like the 

Mission, this is a challenge but masses are being recorded online, also using telephone calls. 

It’s a re-learning but we want to keep the spirit of our parish going in the best way and at 

the end of this journey we can be the best church that we can be. John noted that he is 

heartened by people’s initiatives to work towards this goal and thanked everyone for their 

efforts. 

Jeferson asked whether there are masses planned for Easter. How can we engage people at 

this time? John stated that we are taping Palm Sunday, Holy Thursday, Good Friday and 

Easter Vigil over the next few days and these will be put online.  

Carlo asked the Parish office team to call on the PLDT for support if needed between this 

meeting and the next.  He also mentioned that we have notices on the two church doors 
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about online masses, which is important in providing another way to reconnect, especially 

over Holy Week. Finally, he noted that our first Zoom meeting worked well. 

John finished off the meeting thanking everyone and called on all to keep our Mission, our 

Parish community and our school parents in our hearts as we make a final prayer: 

Ever present God, be with us in our isolation 
Be close to us in our distancing, 
Be healing in our sickness 
Be joy in our sadness 
Be light in our darkness 
Be wisdom in our confusion 
Be all that is familiar when all is unfamiliar 
That when the doors re-open 
We may with the zeal of Pentecost 
Inhabit our communities 
And speak of your goodness to an emerging world, 
For Jesus’ sake. 
Amen. 
 
Dom thanked everyone and reiterated that the big message is to keep safe, keep well and 
keep connected as best we can. 
 
Next PLDT Meeting: Thursday, 7 May 2020 at 7.15 p.m. 
Next SC Parish Education Board Meeting: Tuesday, 28 April at 7.00 p.m. PLDT Attendee: 
Christine. 
 
Meeting closed. 


